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Abstract

This paper deals with part-based object recognition. We present a statistical shape model that characterizes both variations intrinsic to an object class
and perturbations unique to each observation. Object parts, constrained by
the learned shape model, are efficiently localized using the max-product algorithm on a triangulated Markov random field (TMRF). As a combination
of both techniques, our system is able to recognize objects with large deformations and locate their parts accurately. We test our method on standard
databases. The recognition performance is compared to the state of the art
and favorable results are reported.
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Introduction

In recent years, computer vision research has witnessed a growing interest in part-based
object recognition methods [1, 3, 11, 8, 13, 4]. In this framework, an object class is
represented by a collection of common features (parts) that are consistent in both appearance and spatial configurations. The task of learning is to identify distinctive parts and
model their spatial relationship. Given a new query image, a classifier searches for object
instances if there is any.
Due to substantial intra-class variability, shape constraints play an important role in
recognition. Existing approaches represent the object shape by the relative 2D locations
of distinctive parts. Spatial interactions among parts can be modeled by a fully-connected
graph [13], or a simplified structure by assuming certain spatial independency [12, 8].
Such a scheme assumes that the learned model captures nothing but the true shape variability. In reality, however, heterogeneous noise may be present in different dimensions
of a measurement.
In this paper, we address these limitations by presenting a new statistical shape model.
Our observation is that in order to achieve good recognition rate and accurate part localization, one must be able to distinguish between the intrinsic shape deformation and
independent measurement noise. Inspired by the success of PCA-based shape models for
2D and 3D deformable objects [6, 18], we use factor analysis [5] to model these two
sources of randomness explicitly. Specifically, we represent the object shape in the joint
part location and scale space. This observed shape can be decomposed into two mutually
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exclusive and complementary components: a principal factor subspace which characterizes the true shape deformation, and its complement that models observation noise and
modeling error.
The proposed shape model has several advantages over the previous methods. First,
factor analysis offers a more parsimonious explanation of the dependencies between the
observations, and also automatically identifies the degrees-of-freedom of the underlying
statistical variability. In addition, by introducing the prior shape deformation and a probabilistic noise model, we are able to regularize the observed shape in a Bayesian way.
Finally, factor analysis relate the observation vector to a corresponding low-dimensional
vector of latent variables by a linear additive model. The latent-variable formulation leads
naturally to an iterative and computationally efficient EM algorithm for training.
Constrained by the learned shape prior, part localization proceeds in the observed
shape space. Naive search in this space is intractable since the computation is in the order
of hP , with h the number of discrete search grids for each part and P the number of parts.
A second contribution of this paper is the introduction of a triangulated Markov random
field (TMRF) model. A TMRF is a planar graph representation with all the cliques in the
MRF involving three neighboring parts. The motivation, and indeed key assumption, in
our model is that spatial affinity between parts implies strong interactions, while a part is
conditionally independent of all the other parts given its neighbors.
The TMRF representation, combined with the factor analysis model, motivates an
iterative shape estimation and regularization approach. We test our algorithms on standard
datasets. We show that this method can deal with significant shape/appearance variability,
while being accurate in terms of recognition rate and part localization.

2

Related Work

Some current successful methods for object categorization apply geometric constraints at
different levels of details. Fergus et al. [13] model the object shape by relative locations
between parts. Such a model captures all the spatial information, but it does not scale
well with the number of parts. Crandall et al. [8] proposed the k-fan shape prior by
identifying conditional spatial independency among non-reference parts. Tree-structure
models are also used in some class-specific applications such as articulated human body
detection [12]. These methods do not make distinction between the shape variability and
measurement noise. In this paper, we refer to the shape prior in a different context by
using a subspace decomposition method. The research that is most similar to ours is
the probabilistic PCA model for object representation [18]. Our factor analysis model
fundamentally differs from standard PCA in that we model anisotropic data noise, thus
treating the variance and covariance distinctively. More recently, González et al. [14]
use principal factor analysis for statistical shape analysis with the emphasis on registering
anatomical structures with less appearance variability.
We rely on a graph matching approach to estimate the object shape. The concept of
recognizing an object with relational constraints dates back to the work of Binford and his
colleagues in the 70’s and 80’s. And there has been a steady flow of research on matching
relational structures. [2] use dynamic programming to detect deformable objects modeled
by triangulated graphs. They assume that the graph can be decomposed by sequentially
eliminating the “free” vertices in a fixed order. Cross and Hancock [9] use EM algorithm
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to find correspondences between two point sets. Coughlan and Ferreira [7] use loopy
belief propagation for deformable template matching. Their graphs have a sparse connectivity structure and they only detect objects with simple stick-figure templates against a
fairly clean background. All of the above methods use pair-wise compatibility between
nodes. In contrast, our model captures more shape information by representing the triple
clique explicitly. Such a representation offers several advantages. First, a triplet-clique
captures more geometric information than a pairwise-clique, such as relative distance
and orientation among three parts. Second, a triplet-clique subsumes pairwise cliques.
Finally, the triangulated graph has intermediate complexity between a fully-connected
graph and a simple tree structure, while permitting some efficient inference algorithms
like the max-product [15] (a.k.a. loopy belief propagation[21, 22]).

3

Statistical Models

We consider a part-based model which has P parts and model parameters Θ that defines
both probabilistic models for appearance and shape of an object class. To search for the
object, we subsequently scan subwindows of an input image. We introduce a hidden variable T which indicates the center and scale of the detection window. Once a subwindow is
located, we normalize it to a canonical window size. Object shape is defined with respect
to this canonical window.

3.1

The Recognition Model

Following the work in [8, 13], we use likelihood ratio test to make the decision whether
an object instance is present in an input image I
q=

p(I|Θ1 )
,
p(I|Θ0 )

(1)

where Θ1 and Θ0 denote the object model and non-object model respectively.
The likelihood function is defined as
p(I|Θ) =

∑ p(I|T, S, Θ)p(T|Θ)p(S|Θ)

T,S

= c · ∑ p(I|T, S, Θ)p(S|Θ).

(2)

T,S

Here we made the following assumptions: i) the location and scale T that an object instance occurs is independent of the shape distribution S in the canonical window; ii) the
object occurs equally likely in an image, i.e., p(T|Θ) = c.
Note that p(S|Θ) is the shape model and p(I|T, S, Θ) is the appearance model. This
probabilistic image generation process can be explained by i) shape of an object instance
is defined in the canonical window by S; ii) the shape is transformed to the image coordinate by T; iii) and the likelihood of the P parts can be computed given the observed image
and the appearance model defined by Θ.
Computing likelihood (2) is usually intractable. We assume that the likelihood function has non-trivial likelihood only around the maximally likely (T, S). As a result, the
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likelihood function can be approximated by
p(I|Θ) ≈ c · max p(I|T, S, Θ)p(S|Θ).
T,S

(3)

Notice that by computing the likelihood function, we explicitly search for the optimal
subwindow and shape, thus registering an object as a byproduct.

3.2

Feature Extraction and Representation

Due to substantial intra-class variability, we cannot match intensity/color patterns directly.
Instead, we extract a feature descriptor for robust appearance matching. In our models we
use the gradient location-orientation histogram (GLOH) descriptor proposed by Mikolajczyk and Schmid [17]. GLOH is a SIFT-like [16] descriptor which is designed to be the
gradient orientation histogram in a normalized circular template. The resulting descriptor
is a 136-dimensional feature vector. We use PCA to reduce its dimensionality and model
the appearance statistics by a Gaussian distribution
p(Ii |T, S, Θ) ∼ N (µ i , Σi ),

(4)

where Ii is the principal subspace projection of the feature descriptor for part i, and µ i
and Σi are parameters learned from training images. Here we assume that the appearance
models of different parts are independent. Consequently, the appearance model can be
written as
P

p(I|T, S, Θ) = ∏ p(Ii |T, S, Θ).

(5)

i=1

3.3

The Shape Model

The global shape of an object is represented by a 3P-dimensional vector
S = {x1 , y1 , s1 , · · · , xP , yP , sP },
where (xi , yi ) denotes the location and si the scale of part i. Note that our shape model
differs from previous ones [13, 4] in that we model individual part scales, thus allowing
more accurate shape descriptions.
To model shape variations and measurement noise explicitly, we adopt the factor analysis
(6)
S = Wx + m + ε ,
where the 3P × k (k < 3P) matrix W is the factor loadings, and m is the mean shape. The
latent variable x describes shape deformation and is defined as a Gaussian with zero mean
and unit variance, x ∼ N (0, Ik ). The error ε is likewise Gaussian with zero mean and
diagonal covariance matrix, i.e., ε ∼ N (0, Ω) and Ω = diag(ω1 , · · · , ω3P ).
The key idea is that the factor loadings W capture intrinsic shape variations, while the
uncorrelated ε picks up the remaining unaccounted-for noise perturbation. From (6) it is
easy to show that
(7)
p(S) ∼ N (m, WWT + Ω),
and the shape likelihood given x is
p(S|x) ∼ N (Wx + m, Ω).

(8)
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Following Bayes’s rule, the posterior in the latent space is also a Gaussian with the mean
and covariance matrix
E[x|S] = WT (WWT + Ω)−1 (S − m)
−1

−1

Cov[x|S] = (I + WΩ W)

(9)
(10)

Equation (9) defines a “projection” from the original shape space to the lower dimensional latent space. If we subsequently back project x into the observation space
using (8), we obtain a smoothed version of the object shape. Given a set of training
data, the maximum likelihood factor analysis can be estimated by the EM algorithm as
suggested in [20].

3.4

Shape Estimation Using TMRF

Given a subwindow T, we need an efficient search method to find a shape S that matches
the observed image. We introduce the triangulated Markov random field (TMRF) to
enable fast search.
A TMRF is defined by applying the Delaunay triangulation algorithm on the part
centers of the mean shape m extracted by factor analysis. Neighbors of a node are defined
by all those nodes that share edges with it. A node is conditionally independent of all
other nodes once its neighbors are given. A maximal clique in the graph involves three
nodes of a triangle, i.e., a triplet-clique. A triplet-clique encodes information such as
relative distance and orientation among three nodes.
A graphical model representation of TMRF is illustrated in Figure 1(a). We rewrite
the likelihood function in the standard MRF form. The estimated shape is given by
P

Ŝ = arg max p(I|Θ) ≈ arg max ∏ Φi (hi )
T,S

T,S

i=1

∏

Ψrst (hr , hs , ht ).

(11)

{r,s,t}∈

where Φi is the local evidence potential, and Ψrst defines the triplet-clique potential over
nodes {r, s,t}. hi is a hypothesis of part i’s center and scale.  is the set of all tripletcliques in the graph. Intuitively, the estimation problem is formulated using a likelihood
term that enforces fidelity to the measurements and a prior term that embodies assumptions about the spatial variation of the data. The goal is to find the best placement of all the
parts, where the quality of a placement depends both on the local evidence of individual
parts and on agreement with the global configuration.
It is easy to model the local evidence potential, which can be simply defined by the
local appearance model, i.e., Φi = p(Ii |T, S, Θ). However, the clique potential in TMRF is
more complicated than that in a pair-wise MRF. A normalization term must be introduced
to accommodate the pair-wise potentials over the shared edges. Specifically, the clique
potential has the general form
Ψrst (hr , hs , ht ) =

P(hr , hs , ht )
Zrst

(12)

where the numerator is the marginal shape distribution over triple nodes, and the denominator subsumes the pair-wise marginals over shared edges. In order to preserve the
Markov property, each shared edge should appear in one and only one normalization
term. Both the triple-node and pair-wise marginals can be easily learned from the labeled
training data.
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Figure 1: (a) The triangulated
Markov random field (TMRF).
The dark nodes are observations. The white nodes are
hidden variables which indicate part locations and scales.
(b) The corresponding factor
graph. Function nodes are introduced to represent local potential and clique potential.

Recognition and Part Localization

4.1

Registration by Max-Product on TMRF

Naive optimization on the TMRF is intractable since we need to examine all the possible
part locations. We propose to use the max-product algorithm for factor graph to solve the
MAP-MRF problem. Although the max-product algorithm is an approximate inference
algorithm, it has been successfully applied in many Bayesian inference problems [15, 21].
Yedidia et al. [22] show that the belief propagation algorithm is mathematically equivalent
at every iteration to the max-product algorithm by converting a factor graph into a pairwise
MRF. However, a factor graph representation is preferred in our case because each node
in the graph is physically meaningful and the message passing rule can be derived in a
straightforward way. The corresponding factor graph for a TMRF is shown in Figure 1(b).
Let mi→Φ (hi ) and mi→Ψ (hi ) denote the message sent from node i to its neighboring
function nodes and let mΦ→i (hi ) and mΨ→i (hi ) denote the message sent from function
nodes to node i. The message passing performed by the max-product algorithm can be
expressed as follows:
1. Initialize all the messages m(hi ) as unit messages.
2. For k = 1 : K, update the messages iteratively
variable to local function

(k+1)
mi→Φi (hi )

(k)
←−
mΨ→i (hi ),
Ψ∈N(i)

∏

(k+1)
mr→Ψrst (hr )←−



(k)
mΨ→r (hr )
Ψ∈N(r)\{Ψrst }

∏

local function to variable
(k+1)

mΦi →i (hi ) ←− Φi (hi ),

(k)

mΦr →r (hr )



(k+1)
(k)
(k)
mΨrst →r (hr )←−max Ψrst (hr , hs , ht ) · ms→Ψrst (hs )mt→Ψrst (ht )
hs ,ht

where N(i) is the neighboring function nodes of i.
3. Compute the beliefs and MAP

µi (hi ) = κ Φi (hi )

∏

Ψ∈N(i)

hMAP
i

= arg max µi (hi )
hi

mΨ→i (hi ),
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4.2

Bayesian Shape Registration

The max-product algorithm in conjunction with the factor analysis model suggests an
iterative algorithm for shape registration as shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Object Shape Registration
Initialize the shape as mean shape S(0) = m
for t = 1 : T do
Estimate shape Ŝ(t) using the max-product algorithm (initialized by S(t) )
4:
Regularize using the shape prior
1:
2:
3:

x(t) = WT (WWT + Ω)−1 (Ŝ(t) − m)
5:

Back project x into the shape space
S(t+1) = Wx(t) + m

6:
7:

(13)

(14)

end for
Output shape S(T ) .

There is a natural interpretation for the regularization step (13). We first get the observed shape deformation by subtracting the mean shape m from current Ŝ. The deformation is normalized by S’s covariance (7) and projected into the latent space. The disturbance Ω determines the amount of normalization on each dimension. Apparently, large
ωi results in small xi . The regularization suppresses deformations with large disturbance.
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5.1

Experimental Results
Datasets

We carried out experiments on publicly available datasets from 4 object categories. Three
of these were from the Caltech-4 database: Motorbike, Airplane and Car (rear); An additional Cow dataset was selected from the PASCAL [10] database. We focused on objects
with stable shape distributions. Objects with distinctive appearance but less geometric
form (e.g., Leopards, Houses) were not explored here. There are only 112 images in the
original Cow dataset. We expanded the dataset by synthesizing test images against various backgrounds and by gathering images from the internet. 800 background images
from Caltech were used to test all the models. Table 1 lists the number of images used for
training and testing.

training
testing

Motorbikes
350
450

Airplanes
350
650

Cars
350
650

Cows
110
100

Table 1: The number of images used for training and testing.
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Figure 2: Sample training images with superimposed parts. The circular patches show the
mean appearance of each part at the mean scale.
factor1

factor2

factor3

factor4

Figure 3: Shape variations on the first 4 factors. For each factor, we
vary the deformation coefficient in [-20, -10, 0, 10,
20] (shown from yellow to
red), where 0 corresponds
to the mean configuration.

5.2

Model Learning

We adopted supervised learning method to train the appearance and shape models described in Section 3. Four parts were manually labeled for Motorbikes, Planes and Cows;
Five parts were labeled for Cars. Objects were cropped from the training images and
normalized into a window with fixed width (180 pixels). The window height was scaled
accordingly to preserve the aspect ratio. To train the appearance model, a circular patch
surrounding the labeled part location was extracted at an appropriate scale. GLOH descriptors were calculated and one Gaussian distribution was fit for each part. Figure 2
shows the specific parts and sample training images. It can be seen that the learned object parts capture the essence of image structure, despite substantial appearance variability
and cluttered background. Notice that our appearance model are not based on these image
patches. Instead, we abstract the image information by using the GLOH descriptors.
Factor analysis was carried out using the EM algorithm. Figure 3 shows the first four
factors for each object class. Factor analysis captures the common shape variations of an
object class and the learned factors correspond to intuitive concepts. For example, the
first factor reveals variations primarily on the y direction. Another example is the fourth
factor of the airplane model, which clearly captures the part scale change.

5.3

Recognition and Registration

The recognition proceeds by scanning the test image at multiple locations and scales. In
our experiments, the detection windows were uniformly spaced, shifted by 15 pixels in
both x and y directions. The width of the window was set to be fixed at 180 pixels, whereas
the height was set to be the mean height for each object class. We also searched the object
in multiple scales, shrunken by the ratio of 90% between successive scales.
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Figure 4: Intermediate
steps of shape registration. Both part locations
and scales are optimized at
each step until the shape
converges.
mean shape

model ↓
Motorbikes
Planes
Cars
Cows

registration1

regularization1

Dataset size
450
650
650
100

registration2

Error rates
7.1%
8.9%
8.2%
5%

regularization2

Fergus et al. [13]
7.5%
9.8%
9.7%
-

final result

Opelt et al. [19]
7.8%
11.1%
8.9%
-

Bar-Hillel et al. [4]
6.9%
10.3%
2.3%
-

Table 2: Performance evaluation and comparison.
Within each detection window, we carried out the object shape registration using the
trained model, as described in Section 4.2. A likelihood can be obtained when the registration converges. Since we have no prior knowledge on the background image, the
non-object model is assumed to be a uniform distribution. By comparing the likelihood
with a threshold, we can determine whether the interested object is present or not. During
shape estimation, the max-product algorithm is performed by searching a 11 × 11 window
for each part, centered at the previously estimated location. We used 4 iterations for shape
estimation and regularization, with 5 max-product iterations embedded at each step. All
the parameters were set to be the same in all the experiments shown below.
Figure 4 shows the intermediate steps of shape registration at the final detection window. Notice that the shape estimation proceeds by optimizing the part locations and scales
simultaneously. The TMRF can be viewed as a deformable model upon which registration is performed, while the factor analysis provides a global smoothing by morphing the
estimated shape inhomogeneously toward the mean shape.
Figure 5 shows some detection and registration results produced by our system. It
can be seen that our model can deal with substantial intra-class variability and the part
localization is precise. Table 2 summarizes the performance of our algorithm for multiclass object recognition. We also compare the ROC equal error rates of various methods
based on the same datasets. It should be noticed that the discriminative methods in [4] and
[19] use a dense feature representation. They do not focus on localization of individual
parts. For the datasets shown here, our results are favorably comparable to those of the
state-of-the-art.
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Conclusion

We have presented a new approach for object categorization and part localization. We
model the object shape deformation and observation noise by factor analysis. Shape estimation is performed by an efficient method over the triangulated Markov random field.
Experimental results show that our model can deal with substantial shape variability,
while being accurate in terms of recognition rate and part localization.
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Figure 5: Detection and part localization results.
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